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Klara's Journey Mar 06 2021 With a civil war looming in the near future,
Klara, who has been given the impossible task of tracking down their
missing father, travels the new Trans-Siberian railway encountering
armies, beggars, and protestors.
A Green Journey May 08 2021 Sixty–something Agatha McGee is feisty,
intelligent, honorable, quick witted, hot–tempered, and nurturing. A
problem at the school where she teaches propels her to leave America
for Ireland and look for the pen pal with whom she has corresponded for
years. It may be a little late in the game, but for once in her life Agatha
follows her heart in search of a dream. Along the way, she not only
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discovers people she would never have allowed herself to know before,
but she learns through experience, at long last, that love is
unpredictable, unstoppable, and never appears as we dream it will.
Journey to the Stone Country Apr 26 2020 Betrayed by her husband,
Annabelle Beck retreats from Melbourne to her old family home in
tropical North Queensland where she meets Bo Rennie, one of the
Jangga tribe. Intrigued by Bo's claim that he holds the key to her future,
Annabelle sets out with him on a path of recovery that leads back to her
childhood and into the Jangga's ancient heartland, where their
grandparents' lives begin to yield secrets that will challenge the
possibility of their happiness together. With the consummate artistry of a
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novelist working at the height of his powers, Miller convinces us that the
stone country is not only a remote and exotic location in North
Queensland, but is also an unvisited place within each of us. Journey to
the Stone Country confirms Miller's reputation as one of Australia's most
intelligent and uncompromising writers.
Om=I Am Aug 11 2021 This book on the Vedas, the primary texts of
Hinduism, will help you find happiness within yourself and curb the
modern addiction to obtaining material wealth. BACK COVER COPY:
Humanity in general and Indians, in particular, have forgotten the Vedic
legacy that offers a single solution for every problem. Its a legacy that
can cure unhappiness, deliver knowledge by which everything becomes
known, and provide an alternative to our addiction to alternative
gadgets. But like explaining the taste of sugar to someone who has never
tasted it, the message of the primary texts of Hinduism can be almost
impossible to convey. This book on the Vedas will help you: find
happiness within yourself instead of outside; seek spiritual truths amid a
modern world; curb an addiction to obtaining objects and material
wealth; and invest in yourself in order to find eternal peace and joy. The
book distills the Vedas complicated spiritual tenets into lessons that can
be easily understood. When you stop seeking, youll realize that you
already possess what are you want. Find the middle path that leads to
happiness, truth, and wisdom with the insights and life lessons in Om=I
Am.
Journey by Moonlight Jun 16 2019 An NYRB Classics Original The
trouble begins in Venice, the first stop on Erzsi and Mihály’s honeymoon
tour of Italy. Here Erzsi discovers that her new husband prefers
wandering back alleys on his own to her company. The trouble picks up
in Ravenna, where a hostile man zooms up on a motorcycle as the couple
are sitting at an outdoor café. It’s János, someone Mihály hasn’t seen for
years, and he wants Mihály to come with him in search of Ervin, their
childhood friend. The trouble comes to a head when Mihály misses the
train he and Erzsi are due to take to Rome. Off he goes across Italy,
wandering from city to city, haunted and accosted by a strange array of
figures from the troubled youth that he thought he had left behind: There
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are the charismatic siblings, Éva and Tamás, whose bizarre amateur
theatricals linked sex and death forever in his mind; Ervin, a Jew turned
Catholic monk who was his rival for Éva’s love; and again, that ruffian on
the motorcycle. Antal Szerb’s dreamlike adventure, like Bulgakov’s The
Master and Margarita, is an intoxicating, utterly individual mix of magic,
madness, eros, and menace. In the words of the critic Nicholas Lezard,
“No one who has read it has failed to love it.”
Cilka's Journey Jul 22 2022 From the author of the multi-million copy
bestseller The Tattooist of Auschwitz comes a new novel based on a
riveting true story of love and resilience. Her beauty saved her — and
condemned her. Cilka is just sixteen years old when she is taken to
Auschwitz-Birkenau Concentration Camp in 1942, where the
commandant immediately notices how beautiful she is. Forcibly
separated from the other women prisoners, Cilka learns quickly that
power, even unwillingly taken, equals survival. When the war is over and
the camp is liberated, freedom is not granted to Cilka: She is charged as
a collaborator for sleeping with the enemy and sent to a Siberian prison
camp. But did she really have a choice? And where do the lines of
morality lie for Cilka, who was send to Auschwitz when she was still a
child? In Siberia, Cilka faces challenges both new and horribly familiar,
including the unwanted attention of the guards. But when she meets a
kind female doctor, Cilka is taken under her wing and begins to tend to
the ill in the camp, struggling to care for them under brutal conditions.
Confronting death and terror daily, Cilka discovers a strength she never
knew she had. And when she begins to tentatively form bonds and
relationships in this harsh, new reality, Cilka finds that despite
everything that has happened to her, there is room in her heart for love.
From child to woman, from woman to healer, Cilka's journey illuminates
the resilience of the human spirit—and the will we have to survive.
Do I Matter? Apr 07 2021 Do I Matter? is a journey towards
understanding the self-esteem a person possesses and how it builds a
foundation for resilience. This book aims to help its readers understand
the factors that influence one’s self-esteem and what can be done to
reframe it—ultimately to develop acceptance and love for oneself
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regardless of challenges or crisis in life. Produced in conjunction with the
Samaritans of Singapore—a non-profit organisation focused on crisis
intervention and suicide prevention—this book also contains various
helpful exercises that will guide you along the way.
Journey Oct 25 2022 One of the premier novelists of the twentieth
century, James A. Michener captures a frenzied time when sane men and
women risked their very lives in a forbidding Arctic land to win a
dazzling and elusive prize: Yukon gold. In 1897, gold fever sweeps the
world. The promise of untold riches lures thousands of dreamers from all
walks of life on a perilous trek toward fortune, failure—or death. Journey
is an immersive account of the adventures of four English aristocrats and
their Irish servant as they haul across cruel Canadian terrain toward the
Klondike gold fields. Vivid and sweeping, featuring Michener’s probing
insights into the follies and grandeur of the human spirit, this is the kind
of novel only he could write. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt
from James A. Michener's Hawaii. Praise for Journey “Stunning . . .
Michener at his best.”—Houston Chronicle “Michener brings sharply into
focus the hardships encountered by those who dreamed of striking it
rich.”—Associated Press “Michener has amassed a peerless reputation as
the heralded dean of the historical tome. . . . Journey is a book that
envelops the reader in an atmosphere of hazardous
escapades.”—Richmond Times-Dispatch “Remarkable . . . superb
literature.”—The Pittsburgh Press
The Journey to the West, Revised Edition, Volume 3 Jul 10 2021 The
story of Xuanzang, the monk who went from China to India in quest of
Buddhist scriptures.
Bianca's Journey Sep 12 2021 Biancas Journey is a mainstream fiction
with lots of unexpected adventures, steamy romances, sizzling love
scenes, plenty of juicy dialogue, and the occasional explicit sexual
content. This novel spans the period 1990-1996. Story begins when
Bianca, 18, escapes to Los Angeles from a small Chicago town with
nothing but a change of clothing and an out-dated writing accouterment:
An Olivetti typewriter. Same day of her arrival she clashes with a 14year-old runaway in MacArthur Park. Brief flashbacks immediately reveal
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why both girls needed distance from their respective parents. Bianca
doesnt know that the runaway, Carli, had been raped two days prior.
Right from the start she is faced with the daunting task of adopting this
gawky, obnoxious kid. And thus Biancas Journey begins
The Magic Journey Jan 24 2020 Boom times came to the forgotten little
southwestern town of Chamisaville just as the rest of America was in the
Great Depression. They came when a rattletrap bus loaded with stolen
dynamite blew sky-high, leaving behind a giant gushing hot spring.
Within minutes, the town's wheeler-dealers had organized, and within a
year, Chamisaville was flooded with tourists and pilgrims, and the
wheeler-dealers were rich. Spanning forty years, The Magic Journey tells
the tale of how progress transformed a rural backwater into a boomtown.
At first, it was a magic time for Chamisaville—almost as if every day were
a holiday. But the euphoria gradually dissipated, and the land-hungry
developers, speculators, and interlopers moved in. Finally, the day came
when Chamisaville's people found themselves all but displaced, their
children no longer heirs to their land or their tradition. With mounting
intensity, The Magic Journey reaches a climax that is tragically
foreordained. A sensitive, vital, and honest chronicle of life in America's
Southwest, it is also an incisive commentary on what America has
become on its road to progress. The Magic Journey is part of the New
Mexico Trilogy, which includes The Milagro Beanfield War and The
Nirvana Blues.
A Crooked Line Oct 01 2020 A first-hand account of the genealogy of
the discipline, and of the rise of a new era of social history, by one of the
leading historians of a generation
Journey of Hope Jul 30 2020 "It's 1852, the year of the largest migration
of people leaving the states and traveling by wagon train from Missouri
to the Oregon Territory. The two thousand mile journey takes six months
across the vast panorama of America's wild west. Over prairie,
mountains and rivers, through untamed landscapes, the overlanders have
a common goal: to find a better life. Though hardship and deprivation are
constant companions, hope is a bright beacon leading them ever forward.
Through the course of the voyage, three young women form an unlikely
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bond that will carry them through unspeakable horrors, binding them
together forever as they discover the deeper places of the heart." -- p.4 of
cover.
The Journey of the Penguin Sep 19 2019 A charming picture book telling
the imagined story of a penguin who waddled his way into history as the
symbol of a beloved publisher, timed to the 80th anniversary of Penguin
Books. In The Journey of the Penguin, award-winning graphic artist
Emiliano Ponzi delivers a boldly illustrated, wildly imaginative, and
terrifically fun story that brings to life the 'dignified yet flippant' bird that
Allen Lane chose as the image of his revolutionary publishing company.
This penguin goes on an adventure that takes him on to New York and
into the hearts of readers everywhere.
Journey to the West May 20 2022
Journey Into Space Jul 18 2019 Humankind has taken a fateful journey
into space . . . A vast generation ship hurtles away from a violent,
troubled Earth to settle a distant planet orbiting an alien star. Those who
set out on this journey are long-since dead. Those who will arrive at their
destination have yet to be born. For those who must live and die in the
cold emptiness between the stars, there is only the claustrophobic
permanence of non-being. Life lived in unending stasis. Then the
unthinkable happens: two souls €" August and Celeste €" rebel. And from
the fruit of their rebellion comes a new and powerful force which will
take charge of the ship's destiny. Journey into Space is science fiction at
its most classic and beguiling: timeless, vast in scope and daring in
execution. €~One of the most inventive and original writers around'
Sunday Mirror €~Litt is equally adept at building tension and coming up
with a haunting phrase. Perhaps most impressive of all, though, is the
richness of his imagination. He doesn't quail at taking big risks and
possesses the talent to bring them off' Daily Telegraph
Alaska Jan 16 2022 In this sweeping epic of the northernmost American
frontier, James A. Michener guides us through Alaska’s fierce terrain and
history, from the long-forgotten past to the bustling present. As his
characters struggle for survival, Michener weaves together the exciting
high points of Alaska’s story: its brutal origins; the American acquisition;
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the gold rush; the tremendous growth and exploitation of the salmon
industry; the arduous construction of the Alcan Highway, undertaken to
defend the territory during World War II. A spellbinding portrait of a
human community fighting to establish its place in the world, Alaska
traces a bold and majestic saga of the enduring spirit of a land and its
people. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from James A.
Michener's Hawaii. Praise for Alaska “Few will escape the allure of the
land and people [Michener] describes. . . . Alaska takes the reader on a
journey through one of the bleakest, richest, most foreboding, and highly
inviting territories in our Republic, if not the world. . . . The characters
that Michener creates are bigger than life.”—Los Angeles Times Book
Review “Always the master of exhaustive historical research, Michener
tracks the settling of Alaska [in] vividly detailed scenes and welldeveloped characters.”—Boston Herald “Michener is still, sentence for
sentence, writing’s fastest attention grabber.”—The New York Times
The Ultimate Journey Feb 17 2022 Jim Stovall has penned three
delightful parables for anyone who wants to be inspired or give the gift
of inspiration. In The Ultimate Gift, Jason Stevens learns to appreciate
the value of his life, while in The Ultimate Life, he learns the value of
love. Now, in the touching conclusion to the trilogy, Jason learns that
life's journey is all about traveling well--not about the destination. In The
Ultimate Journey, readers will discover the secrets of a successful life,
including - money helps pay for the trip, but should never be a
destination - friends make the journey worthwhile - laughter lightens the
load of any rough or rocky uphill road - time may be allotted in small or
large portions but the moment is what counts - and so much more Do you
know how to make your life a success? The Ultimate Journey packs a
powerful message for all ages.
Writing Your Novel from Start to Finish Jun 09 2021 Equip yourself for
the novel-writing journey! Starting a novel is exciting, but finishing it-that's the real challenge. The journey from beginning to end is rife with
forks in the road and dead ends that lead many writers off course. With
Writing Your Novel from Start to Finish: A Guidebook for the Journey,
you'll navigate the intricacies of crafting a complex work of fiction and
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complete the journey with confidence and precision. To maximize your
creativity and forward momentum, each chapter offers: • Techniques to
break down the elements of the novel--from character-building to
plotting and pacing • Mile Markers to anticipate and overcome
roadblocks like ineffective dialogue and "the unchanged protagonist" •
Guidelines for Going Deeper to explore and implement more nuanced
aspects of storytelling, such as finding your voice and the role of theme •
Try-It-Out Exercises and 27 interactive worksheets that help elevate your
writing. No matter your level of experience or where you are in your
project, Writing Your Novel from Start to Finish provides the instruction,
inspiration, and guidance you need to complete your journey
successfully.
The Emory-Tibet Science Initiative, a Novel Journey in CrossCultural Science Education Feb 23 2020
A Journey to the End of the Millennium Dec 15 2021 The year is 999 A.D.
Christians in Europe are preparing themselves for the arrival of the
Messiah at the millennium and religious fervour is in the air. Sailing from
the North African port of Tangier to a small, distant town called Paris are
a Jewish merchant, Ben Attar, his two beloved wives and his Arab
partner, Abu Lutfi. They have come for a meeting with their third partner
the widower, Raphael Abulafia who has been forced to turn his back on
their previous trading partnership because of his new wife's distrust of
the dual marriage of Ben Attar. The latter turns this annual trading
voyage into a personal quest to legitimise his second wife, restore his
honour and, equally important, to show others the richness and humanity
in his way of life. A confrontation ensues between people of different
cultures whose ways of living and loving are so different, and yet who are
of the same religion, believe in the same God and in the same morality.
Thus we enter a profound human drama whose moral conflicts of fidelity
and desire resonate deeply with our times. A. B. Yehoshua has
imaginatively recreated a medieval world with its merchant trade in
great depth and sensuous detail. His evocation of one man's love is
lyrical, erotic even, and A Journey to the End of the Millennium will rank
with the best of Yehoshua's work.
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The Journey to the East Oct 21 2019 The hero recalls an unfruitful
pilgrimage to the East during his youth and begins to realize its hidden
spiritual meanings
Rhine Journey Nov 21 2019 Like the Rhine, Charlotte Morrison was full
of unsuspected depths and hidden murmurings. On the surface, she was
the unmarried Victorian aunt, whose sparse, unfulfilled life echoed the
expectations of those she drudged for. But, happily boating down the
Rhine with her brother and his wife, the sight of a fellow traveller,
Edward Newman, releases the hissing flood waters of her subconscious.
Dark and dangerous, they sweep Charlotte onward towards the
watershed of her life. 'The quality of the writing is so extraordinarily high
that I could hardly believe it was a first novel' Margaret Forster 'I raced
through Rhine Journey. Mrs Schlee's simple and direct style makes for
very easy reading. This is a first novel of considerable promise.' Olivia
Manning 'A journey down the Rhine in the company of Ann Schlee is the
purest, simples pleasure' Sunday Telegraph
Journey to Paradise Nov 02 2020 'A beautiful, immersive tale that will
keep you turning the pages until the end' JENNY ASHCROFT Singapore,
1949. When Miranda steps onto the pier with her husband Gerry she
hopes that their move will bring the fresh start she needs and a chance
to heal the scars from her past. Gerry's role at the British foreign office
affords them a beautiful house and invites the best parties in town. But
their life feels worlds apart from England and true friends are hard to
find. When doctor Nick Wythenshaw encourages Miranda to work within
the local community, she finds new purpose that opens her eyes to a new
way of life. But as riots erupt across the region and danger draws close
to home, Miranda must make an impossible choice. Will she sacrifice
everything she holds dear to find happiness? 'Guaranteed to transport
you to exotic climes and engross you in the story of its troubled
heroine...A terrific debut for Paula Greenlees' LIZ TRENOW 'Paula's
novel transports the reader to a long-forgotten and fascinating time...An
enchanting, evocative debut!' LOUISE FEIN
The Longest Journey Jan 04 2021 The Longest Journey (1907) follows the
young Rickie Elliot's journey to maturity. Orphaned and lame as a child,
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Rickie was teased at boarding school and finds Cambridge to be a kind of
paradise. He is not an intellectual, but is deeply affected by art and
poetry, and is accepted within a philosophical circle of students. His new
sense of belonging is challenged when he is visited by old friends from
home.
A Dog's Journey Apr 19 2022 Now a major film, starring Dennis Quaid.
From W. Bruce Cameron, the author of A Dog's Purpose, the phenomenal
New York Times Number One bestseller about the unbreakable bond
between a dog and their human. Buddy is a good dog. He thought he had
found and fulfilled his purpose, over the course of several lives, in
helping his beloved boy Ethan. On the farm, Buddy watches over Ethan’s
granddaughter, curious baby Clarity, trying to keep her out of mischief.
He begins to realize that this is a little girl very much in need of a dog of
her own. Buddy realizes that he has a new destiny. Reborn once more,
he's overjoyed when he is adopted by Clarity, now a vibrant but troubled
teenager. When they are suddenly separated, Buddy despairs – who will
take care of his girl? With her selfish mother determined to keep them
apart, and an unpredictable, obsessive boyfriend, Clarity's life threatens
to spiral out of control – she needs help more than ever, but can Buddy
find his way back to her in time? A charming and heartwarming story of
hope, love, and unending devotion, A Dog's Journey asks the question: Do
we really take care of our pets, or do they take care of us? This is a
moving story of unwavering loyalty and a love that crosses all barriers.
The Hundred-Foot Journey Oct 13 2021 Follows the life journey of
chef Hassan Haji, who progresses from his family's modest restaurant in
Mumbai to master haute cuisine in an elegant Parisian restaurant.
Writing Your Novel from Start to Finish Mar 18 2022 Equip yourself
for the novel-writing journey! Starting a novel is exciting, but finishing it-that's the real challenge. The journey from beginning to end is rife with
forks in the road and dead ends that lead many writers off course. With
Writing Your Novel from Start to Finish: A Guidebook for the Journey,
you'll navigate the intricacies of crafting a complex work of fiction and
complete the journey with confidence and precision. To maximize your
creativity and forward momentum, each chapter offers: • Techniques to
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break down the elements of the novel--from character-building to
plotting and pacing • Mile Markers to anticipate and overcome
roadblocks like ineffective dialogue and "the unchanged protagonist" •
Guidelines for Going Deeper to explore and implement more nuanced
aspects of storytelling, such as finding your voice and the role of theme •
Try-It-Out Exercises and 27 interactive worksheets that help elevate your
writing. No matter your level of experience or where you are in your
project, Writing Your Novel from Start to Finish provides the instruction,
inspiration, and guidance you need to complete your journey
successfully.
Felicia's Journey Jun 21 2022 Felicia's Journey - A tightly woven
psychological thriller by acclaimed writer William Trevor 'A book so
brilliant that it compels you to stay up all night galloping through to the
end' Daily Mail Winner of the Whitbread Book of the Year Award and
Sunday Express Book of the Year Award 'You're beautiful,' Johnny told
her. So, full of hope, seventeen-year-old Felicia crosses the Irish Sea to
England to find her lover and tell him she is pregnant. Desperately
searching for Johnny in the bleak post-industrial Midlands, she is instead
found by Mr Hilditch, a strange and lonely man, a collector and
befriender of homeless young girls . . . 'Immensely readable. The plot
twist is both sinister and affecting, and so skilfully done that you
remember why authors had plot twists in the first place' Philip Hensher,
Guardian 'A masterpiece. You read and are dazzled. It has one of the
most memorable and convincing, most sinister and terrifying of
characters created in the modern novel' Susan Hill Readers of The Story
of Lucy Gault and Love and Summer will adore Felicia's Journey. It will
also be cherished by readers of Colm Toibin and William Boyd. William
Trevor was born in Mitchelstown, County Cork. He has written eighteen
novels and novellas, and hundreds of short stories, for which he has won
a number of prizes including the Hawthornden Prize, the Yorkshire Post
Book of the Year Award, the Whitbread Book of the Year Award and the
David Cohen Literature Prize in recognition of a lifetime's literary
achievement. In 2002 he was knighted for his services to literature. His
books in Penguin are: After Rain; A Bit on the Side; Bodily Secrets;
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Cheating at Canasta; The Children of Dynmouth; The Collected Stories
(Volumes One and Two); Death in Summer; Felicia's Journey; Fools of
Fortune; The Hill Bachelors; Love and Summer; The Mark-2 Wife;
Selected Stories; The Story of Lucy Gault and Two Lives.
The Return Journey Feb 05 2021 Viraj is a young, passionate and famous
scientist. He is on a quest to uncover the mystery of human existence. He
meets the beautiful girl of his dreams. It seems that he is in total control
of his life. But fate doesn’t concur with him. He is banished into exile,
announces a faceless voice. The days in exile are destined for him to
suffer in the unbearable pain. Will he be able to survive the exile? Will
they live happily ever after? Is the exile even real or an illusion? Viraj will
not stop until he finds all the answers.
A Christmas Journey Aug 19 2019 Readers of Anne Perry’s bestselling
suspense novels revel in a world that is all their own, sharing the
privileged existence of Britain’s wealthy and powerful elite in West End
mansions and great country houses. It is also a world in which danger
bides in unsuspected places and the line between good and evil can be
razor thin. This new novel features Lady Vespasia Cumming-Gould–one
of the most memorable characters from the Thomas Pitt series–who
appears here as a lively young woman, the ultimate aristocrat who can
trace her blood to half the royal houses of Europe. It’s Christmas and the
Berkshire countryside lies wrapped in winter chill. But the well-born
guests who have gathered at Applecross for a delicious weekend of
innocent intrigue and passionate romance are warmed by roaring fires
and candlelight, holly and mistletoe, good wine and gorgeously wrapped
gifts. It’s scarcely the setting for misfortune, and no one–not even that
clever young aristocrat and budding sleuth Vespasia CummingGould–anticipates the tragedy that is to darken this light-hearted holiday
house party. But soon one young woman lies dead, a suicide, and another
is ostracized, held partly responsible for the shocking turn of events. To
expiate her guilt, Gwendolen Kilmuir sets out for the Scottish Highlands,
hoping to explain to the dead girl’s mother the circumstances
surrounding the sorrowful act–and to bring her back to England for the
funeral. Gwendolen’s sole companion on this nightmarish journey is
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Vespasia. As Vespasia learns more about the victim and the ugly forces
that shaped her desperate deed, she understands the heartbreaking
truth of the tragedy.
Such a Long Journey Dec 03 2020 Such a Long Journey is set in (what
was then) Bombay against the backdrop of war in the Indian
subcontinent and the birth of Bangladesh, telling the story of the peculiar
way in which the conflict impinges on the lives of Gustad Noble, an
ordinary man, and his family. It was the brilliant first novel by one of the
most remarkable writers to have emerged from the Indian literary
tradition in many years. It was shortlisted for the 1991 Booker Prize, and
won the 1992 Commonwealth Writers Prize.
The Journey Mar 26 2020 ". . . a wonderful teaching tool for those who
are welcoming refugees into their community."—The New York Times
With haunting echoes of the current refugee crisis this beautifully
illustrated book explores the unimaginable decisions made as a family
leave their home and everything they know to escape the turmoil and
tragedy brought by war. This book will stay with you long after the last
page is turned. From the author: The Journey is actually a story about
many journeys, and it began with the story of two girls I met in a refugee
center in Italy. After meeting them I realized that behind their journey
lay something very powerful. So I began collecting more stories of
migration and interviewing many people from many different countries.
A few months later, in September 2014, when I started studying a Master
of Arts in Illustration at the Academy of Lucerne, I knew I wanted to
create a book about these true stories. Almost every day on the news we
hear the terms "migrants" and "refugees" but we rarely ever speak to or
hear the personal journeys that they have had to take. This book is a
collage of all those personal stories and the incredible strength of the
people within them.
Felicia's Journey Nov 14 2021 "Perfectly executed and chilling... a sad
and oddly moving tale of lost opportunities and misplaced hopes.""—The
New York Times “Trevor was our twentieth century Chekov."—Wall
Street Journal Felicia is unmarried, pregnant, and penniless. She steals
away from a small Irish town and drifts through the industrial English
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Midlands, searching for the boyfriend who left her. Instead she meets up
with the fat, fiftyish, unfailingly reasonable Mr. Hilditch, who is looking
for a new friend to join the five other girls in his Memory Lane. But the
strange, sad, terrifying tricks of chance unravel both his and Felicia's
delusions in a story that will magnetize fans of Alfred Hitchcock and Ruth
Rendell even as it resonates with William Trevor's own "impeccable
strength and piercing profundity" (The Washington Post Book World).
Writing a First Novel Aug 23 2022 In this inspiring collection of essays,
a range of award-winning, established and newly published writers offer
highly personal accounts of their creative processes. Authors reveal the
anxieties, considerations and discoveries that shaped their own first
novels, arming new writers with practical advice, focus and inspiration.
The book's final section presents the perspectives of an agent, a
publisher and an author on the business of publishing a first novel.
Writing a First Novel offers an illuminating read for both aspiring and
seasoned writers. It contains contributions by: - Hanif Kureishi - Valerie
Martin - Johanna Skibsrud - David Vann - Maile Chapman - Edward
Hogan - Kishwar Desai - Wena Poon - Alison MacLeod - Andrew Cowan Jane Rusbridge - Isabel Ashdown - Helon Habila - David Swann - Soumya
Bhattacharya - Jane Feaver - Hannah Westland - Helen Garnons-Williams
- Lionel Shriver
Ruth's Journey Jun 28 2020 “Exquisitely imagined, deeply researched . . .
brings to the foreground the most enigmatic and fascinating figure in
Gone with the Wind. This is a brave work of literary empathy by a writer
at the height of his powers, who demonstrates a magisterial
understanding of the period, its clashing cultures, and its heartbreaking
crises. ” —Geraldine Brooks, author of March The only authorized
prequel to Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind—the unforgettable
story of Mammy. On a Caribbean island consumed by the flames of
revolution, an infant girl falls under the care of two French émigrés,
Henri and Solange Fournier, who take the beautiful child they call Ruth
to the bustling American city of Savannah. What follows is the sweeping
tale of Ruth’s life as shaped first by her strong-willed mistress, and then
by Solange’s daughter Ellen and Gerald O’Hara, the rough Irishman
heaven-and-hell-a-novel-journey-of-chris-serena-davis-tears-kenneth-zeigler

Ellen chooses to marry; the Butler family of Charleston and their
unexpected connection to Mammy Ruth; and finally Scarlett O’Hara—the
irrepressible Southern belle Mammy raises from birth. As we witness the
lives of three generations of women, gifted storyteller Donald McCaig
reveals a nuanced portrait of Mammy, at once a proud woman and a
captive, a strict disciplinarian who has never experienced freedom
herself. Through it all, Mammy endures, a rock in the river of time. Set
against the backdrop of the South from the 1820s until the dawn of the
Civil War, here is a remarkable story of fortitude, heartbreak, and
indomitable will—and a tale that will forever illuminate your reading of
Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind.
A Journey in Time Sep 24 2022 A riveting historical novel about John
Doyle of Wicklow County, Ireland and his journey from a life of
destitution to love and freedom in Canada. Many people are familiar with
The Great Potato Famine that took place in Ireland during the
mid-1800's, but few know the intimate and personal hardships and
challenges that so many faced in an attempt to flee their homeland.
Inspired by actual events and personal family history, this novel is a love
story. Not the usual romantic love story between two people but a love
story of a man that is so devoted to his family that he's willing to take
extraordinary risks for them. The reader is taken on a courageous
journey from County Wicklow, Ireland to Camden, Ontario, Canada. A
sweeping and powerful epic adventure, A Journey in Time begins in
nineteenth century Shillelagh, Ireland. At the onset of the epic disaster of
the Great Potato Famine, John makes a promise to his dying father that
he will leave Ireland, his destination the shores of Canada, his objective
saving his family from starvation and disease. He must make the
wrenching decision to leave his family behind in an Irish workhouse built
for the destitute not knowing how he is going to accomplish his goal of
finding land in Canada and bringing his family to safe shores. With
profound determination and unswerving devotion to his family, John
faces the future alone with grace and courage. Share with him the loves
of his life and the unforgettable individuals that make John's journey
possible in this epic story of love, compassion, courage and
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determination that brings to life crucial and little-known chapters in Irish
and Canadian history.
A Journey Through Time May 28 2020 "We trust in the linear, forever the
same shape of the past, until eternity. But the diffrences between the
past, presence and future are nothing but an illusion."
The Incredible Journey Dec 23 2019 A classic Canadian story of the
bravery and ingenuity of three animals who find their way home. First
published in 1961, The Incredible Journey tells the story of three pets: a
young Labrador retriever, an old bull terrier, and a Siamese cat. While
their owners are away in England, they are being cared for by a family
friend at his home in the country. But a miscommunication occurs
between the friend and his housekeeper when he goes on a hunting trip,
and the animals are left alone for a several hours, with a gnawing
instinct that something has gone wrong. They soon set off on a journey to
find home, which instinct tells them is to the west. They travel 400
kilometres across the Northern Ontario wilderness, facing many
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obstacles along the way: swift-flowing rivers and the rugged landscape;
wild animals and unsympathetic humans; starvation, injuries and sheer
exhaustion. Separately they would not have survived, but together this
disparate group prevails, and they find their way home to the family they
love.
The Return Journey Aug 31 2020 'Heart-felt stories of life and love'
Woman & Home from the No. 1 bestselling author 'Maeve Binchy's work
continues to inspire . . . thought-provoking, warm and funny in equal
measure' Woman A pair of star-crossed travellers pick up each other's
bags, and then learn that when you unlock a stranger's suitcase, you
enter a stranger's life. An unspoken office passion meets the acid test on
a business trip. A man and a woman's mutual disdain at first sight shows
how deceptive appearances can be. And an insecure wife clings to the
illusion of order, only to discover chaos at the hands of a house-sitter
who opens the wrong doors. These and many more poignant, often
humorous, unforgettable slices of life show why Maeve Binchy is one of
the world's favourite storytellers.
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